Data transmission is one of the major bottlenecks in data management. We seek to contribute to the development of new algorithms of genomics data compression with good compression efficiency, but also to allow genomics data search and analysis to be performed in the compressed form.

Summary

Data transmission is one of the major bottlenecks in data management, especially in large genomics projects. Our group is involved in the data management of a series of large genomics projects. Although several data compression algorithms are available in the genomics field, all of them require a full decompression before any analysis is to be performed, since requiring a significant processing time and extra storage. We seek to contribute to the development of new algorithms of genomics data compression, and to evaluate existing ones, but besides of compression efficiency, also we are studying strategies to allow search and analysis to be performed directly on the compressed files, and eventually could be performed using streaming protocols.

Objectives
• Develop and benchmark genomics compression algorithms
• Study new data models to compress genomics data compatible with analysis without decompression.
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